
SCC FOR
BUSINESS PARTNERING

SCC takes great pride in its excellent partner relationships that 
have been established and developed over many years.  
Our relationships are based on trust, delivery, innovation,  
and a commitment to getting things done.

Business Partners are often asked by their customers to help 
extend the support life of legacy infrastructure to underpin 
the availability of legacy applications or to delay capital 
investment.

SCC’s legacy maintenance provides a single solution for our 
Business Partners break fix needs, acting as one standard 
point of contact with flexible SLAs, across a single contract. 
SCC has high levels of accreditation with most technology 
vendors (OEMs) and can provide vendor maintenance when 
support is required as part of an SCC managed service.

Where vendor support is no longer available, is cost 
prohibitive, or is simply no longer required, SCC has extensive 
experience and capability across a large number of vendor 
technologies and can provide significant cost reductions on 
support and maintenance services. Our ability to underpin 
our Business Partners’ services in supporting legacy 
infrastructure environments helps them to lower costs          
and extend the life of their customers’ equipment.

INFRASTRUCTURE 
LIFECYCLE SERVICES

Legacy Maintenance



• Management and maintenance of a customer’s entire    
hardware estate

• Our multi-vendor approach means we are a single supplier 
solution for all hardware support requirements

• Legacy estate management                                                                
– Extending the life of legacy equipment

• Our strategic partnership with tier one vendors helps us     
deliver for customers

• Underpins the availability of legacy applications, delaying   
capital investment.

KEY BENEFITS

We provide a dedicated support model which can help customers 
to get the maximum value out of their legacy assets. Our solution is 
independent of any vendor, which means we can become the single 
point of contact for the entire estate.

• Service level choice – standard service levels include Next 
Business Day fix, Monday to Friday 8 Hour fix, or 24x7 4 Hour fix

• Permanently employed staff who are trained to minimum 
qualification standards across most Tier 1 vendor technologies

• Our engineers undertake any relevant customer specific 
inductions in partnership with our Business Partners

• Our engineers have access to over eight million pounds 
worth of equipment spares that are distributed across over                       
500 UK locations.

KEY FEATURES

Why Partner with SCC?

All of our engineers are permanently employed staff who are trained to minimum 
qualification standards across most Tier 1 vendor technologies. Our engineers 
undertake any relevant customer specific inductions in partnership with our 
Business Partners including task, activity, and process familiarisation, so that they 
can effectively perform their roles in each customer environment. Our engineers 
have access to over eight million pounds worth of equipment spares that are 
distributed across over 500 UK locations. SCC also holds and manages agreed 
customer levels of whole spare stock and spare part items for non-desktop/
laptop devices. These can be held at appropriate UK locations in such quantities to 
enable compliance to key service levels.

We can provide on-site engineering activities supported by a shared logistics 
management system. This system is used across the asset lifecycle by our 
central warehouse, engineering workshops, spares logistics, service desk, and 
refurbishment and disposal centre, which are all co-located on the SCC campus 
in Birmingham. SCC offers a variety of SLAs, including custom service levels to 
provide flexibility to our Business Partners. Standard service levels include Next 
Business Day fix, Monday to Friday 8 Hour fix, or 24x7 4 Hour fix.

CONTACT
businesspartnering@scc.com


